
Starpath School of Navigation
About the School. The school facilities are located in Seattle’s historic 
Ballard neighborhood, about halfway between the Government Locks 
and the Shilshole Bay Marina. In depth online instruction is offered 
in all areas of marine navigation and related subjects. Before transi-
tioning to onine training, the school had more than 26,000 classroom 
students since 1977, and many thousands of others from around the 
world have learned from our Home Study and Online courses.

The instructors are practicing navigators with years of teaching ex-
perience and thousands of miles of sea time. Thousands of sailors 
around the world know of the school and its fine reputation for high 
quality instruction and teaching materials. Besides actual instruc-
tion, we produce and publish books and software on navigation and 
related topics. 

David Burch is the director of the school, author of the course ma-
terials, and four other books on navigation. He received the Institute 
of Navigation’s Superior Achievement Award for Outstanding Perfor-
mance as a Practicing Navigator, among other awards. He has more 
than 65,000 miles of navigation experience, ranging from the Arctic 
ice edge to the Southern Ocean. He has sailed from Canada to Hawaii  

10 times in boats under 72 feet and has navigated a record passage of 
that route that lasted for 16 years. He has sailed several CA to Mexico 
races, the ‘93 Sydney-Hobart Race, and numerous deliveries among  
AK, CA, NY and WA
About our software. Our training software is characterized by ease 
of use, thorough treatments, and exceptional support to users. If you 
cannot find an answer to any question on our web site — which remains 
the most efficient source of most answers — then just send an email 
to helpdesk@starpath.com or call us.  We offer free, unlimited support 
on our products. We are very careful in the developing and testing 
of our products, so very few questions arise.  Don’t worry if you are 
new to computers. Many of our students are using computers for the 
first time with our products. And since we are a school we of course 
provide support on the content of the material as well.
About our products. To follow is a list of selected products and 
courses we have developed or those related to our own. We only sell 
products we use ourselves and recommend, all designed to optimize 
safe, efficient navigation. For a complete list of products, please see 
our website.

Starpath School of Navigation
3050 NW 63rd Street, Seattle, WA 98107-2521, USA

12/11/2018

Accelerate your learning online.

ONLINE COURSES now in 
their 16th year!

For further details, product reviews, and online demos, 
please visit 

www.starpath.com

tel 206-783-1414  fax 206-783-9209  helpdesk@starpath.com  
orders 800-955-8328

webcard ...all software serial numbers give access 
to online discussion forums
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Free iOS and Android Barometer App 
designed for Mariners.

StarPilot does celestial sight reductions of all bodies using high-
precision internal almanac, plus mathematical and graphic solutions 
for position fi xes, great circle, rhumb line, traverse and composite 
sailings, all current problems, piloting solutions, and much more...
including lunar distance method of fi nding UTC from the sky and a 
unique graphical Sight Planner, and the new Sight Analyzer function 
that helps you get the most accurate results from a series of sights. 

MARINE BAROMETER

Marine Barometer is a barometer sensor interface that is uniquely 
designed to meet the needs of mariners who rely on accurate atmo-
spheric pressure for weather routing and the evaluation of weather 
maps. Pressure readings can be manually saved permanently along 
with the latitude, longitude, and time of the reading. If a sensor 
offset has been applied, that value is also stored with each recorded 
pressure. These recorded pressures can then at the navigator's con-
venience be transferred to the vessel's printed logbook. 

StarPilot for iOS

Also available 
preloaded on a TI-Titanium Calculator

StarPilot is a phenomenal program in a 
phenomenal calculator. The full calcula-
tor functions are available to you even 
with StarPilot installed — if you care to 
use them. If you don't, you just need 3 
buttons to operate all of the navigation 
functions of the calculator. The software 
programming is by Dr. Luis Soltero, a 
professional scientist, programmer, and 
worldwide sailor. The program design is by 
David Burch, director of Starpath School 
of Navigation. The programmed routines 
have been tested at sea for several years, 
the approach to celestial navigation used 
has been tested underway for 20 years. 
This product is custom designed to meet 
the style, effi ciency, and precision of the 
Starpath approach to celestial navigation. 
You will not fi nd a better product for this 
application anywhere in the world, at any 
price.

The state of the art
solution to navigation 
computations on your 
iPhone or iPod touch.

The StarPilot is the self 
suffi cient state of the art 
solution to ocean naviga-
tion, fully up-gradeable 
with free upgrades 
available via Internet 
download, easy to use 
operation from logical 
menu lists, plus illustrat-
ed context sensitive help 
with practice exercises. 
The StarPilot requires 
no external resources to 
complete its computa-
tions. Internet access is 
not required to use this 
program or to access any 
of its help fi les.

$49.00

item# 1874, $379



Radar Trainer ver 3, 
item# 1801, $159,  wt 0.5 lbs
CD ROM for Windows

System requirements
Windows, 32 MB RAM, 
1024 x 768 graphics, 
high color

Weather Trainer Live, 
item# 1717, $89,  wt 0.5 lbs
CD ROM for Windows
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A radar simulator and tutorial for learning all phases of radar 
use, includes realistic landmass simulation and versatile options 
for studying traffic interactions. Also includes ebook versions 
of the Nav Rules and Radar Navigation Manual, as well as 
printable chartlets of all land regions simulated. 

Now you can see what it’s like to drive your 
boat into a tricky harbor by radar alone. If you 
don’t make it the first time, hit “Repeat” and try 
again. You won’t have to go to the boat yard for 
repairs!

Users can even see the sweep hitting the land in the Chart 
View window while they practice real radar navigation in the 
Radar View window. Beyond adding land simulations, the new 
trainer includes printable chartlets, an extensive Radar Tutorial, 
explanation of the Navigation Rules relating to radar, and 
animated examples that show simultaneously the radar screens 
of two passing vessels. Students can see the movement of the 
boats on the radar, as well as a bird's eye view of the scenario 
taking place on the water. You don’t need to know anything 
about radar to get started, you just need to be motivated.

This is the Chart View. In Radar View, the radar image 
fills the computer screen.

CD ROM

Your knowledge of weather affects your safety and 
comfort at sea. Take command with the 

Starpath Weather Trainer

Used in the Online 
Radar Course, pg.8

Used in the Online 
Weather Course, pg.8

The latest all-new version of 
the award winning weather 
training program, now fully 
integrated with live online 
weather data and training. 
All materials kept up to date 
instantly using the latest 
“cloud technology.” Runs on 
any Windows operating system 
connected to the Internet.

Besides having direct links to the best marine weather sources 
worldwide, you will learn how to:
• interpret voice and text weather reports and forecasts
• read weather maps like a pro
• use the latest Internet and Satellite sources
• read the wind, sea, pressure, and sky for your own forecasting
• use your own observations to evaluate official forecasts
• plan the best time and route for an ocean voyage.. or a day 

sail on inland waters
• make weather routing decisions underway

...all learned in an engaging, interactive manner.

Weather Trainer Live is available in two packages (both require 
Internet access).
— as part of our online marine weather course for $279, 
includes instructor support, discussion groups, and instructor 
graded quizzes at each lesson.
— a stand-alone training tool and resource without the online 
course for $89 for 1 year of access, after which the annual 
access fee is $89/year. 

 The world’s most popular 
Radar Simulator

This is the interactive Library screen of the new Weather Trainer.



Bowditch Plus v5, 
item# 1807, $39, wt 0.5 lbs
DVD ROM for Windows

Chart Trainer v3, 
item# 1814, $39,  wt 0.5 lbs
CD ROM for Windows
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Starpath Perpetual Almanac, 
item# 1811, $29,  wt 0.5 lbs
CD ROM for Windows

A  train ing tool and resource, as well as the 
easiest way in the world to look up unusual 
symbols and ab bre vi a tions. Ideal for use 
with electronic charts as well as paper 
and an excellent sup ple ment to our Home 
Study Course on Inland and Coastal Nav. 

Learn to read nau ti cal 
charts like an expert...

All the data from hundreds of 
books now available from a 
simple computer program.

Starpath Perpetual Almanac is extremely simple 
to use and provides all ephemeris data available 
in the paper editions, namely: GHA, Dec, SHA, 

SD, HP, magnitudes, sunrise, sunset, LAN, twilight times, moonrise, 
moonset, moon age and phase. We include sun, moon, 5 planets, 
and 270 stars, also includes Hc at LAN, bearing of sunrise and sunset 
(amplitudes), and the GHA of Aries midway between civil and nautical 
twilights for star planning. Computes data from 1752 to 2100. This is 
the same almanac used in the StarPilot program. 

The Bowditch Plus! V4  discs include 
more than $3000 worth of paper 
publications in ebook format, all fully 
searchable, plus the convenience of 
39 numerical calculators for navigation 
computations.

Includes Latest Edition of Bowditch 
(2017)

Features include  
• Annotated photos of buoys and other charted features 
• Practical explanations by experienced navigators 
• Unique graphic search function plus text search
• Animations of lighthouse light patterns 
• Complete, searchable pdf copy of The NOAA Chart Manual 
• Live internet links to worldwide hydrographic offi ces
• Glossary of international charting terms 
• Video tutorials on chart plotting 
• Also includes complete interactive copy of  Chart No. 1

Engineering Examiner, 
item# 1813, $89,  wt 0.5 lbs
CD ROM for Windows

This CD is a compilation of all the 
examination questions and diagrams 
used on USCG engineering exams. It 
includes the complete contents of these 
seven books, published by the USCG. 

Engineer's Library, 
item# 1724, $69,  wt 0.5 lbs
CD ROM for Windows

This single CD includes elibra ebook 
editions of 50 volumes of books and self-
study courses on all aspects of marine 
engineering. Access to the products is 
also available by download at a reduced 
cost. Each book is searchable for word 
or phrase with our unique Search/
Find-all presentation of the context of 
each fi nd. 

Exam questions are presented within the Starpath Examiner module, 
which allows users to select and fi lter the question database to meet 
their study needs. From any general topic, you can select out questions 
that match keywords of your choice. This fi ltered out pool of questions 
can then be fi ltered a second time for even more specifi c organization. 
More details are available at www.starpath.com.

Starpath Examiners

Captain's Examiner, 
item# 1709, $49,  wt 0.5 lbs
CD ROM for Windows

This product includes our Examiner 
mod ule and the complete data base of 
all exam questions, on all topics of 
the USCG deck license exam (Navigation 
Rules, Deck General, Navigation Problems, 
General Navigation, and Safety). All 
can be fi ltered to select the area or 
very specific subject to be stud ied 
(i.e. select out only fi re ex tin guish er 
questions in the Safety section, or 
compass cor rec tions in the Nav General 
section, etc.). 

GPS Backup Kit, 
item# 1998, $175, wt 4.0 lbs

Everything you need to fi nd your 
position with cel nav. All inclusive, 
no background need.

• Davis Mark 3 plastic sextant
• Quartz watch set to UTC, with 
7-year battery, individually rated to 
give correct UTC on any date.

• Instruction Booklet
• 3x folding magnifi er 
• Plastic sextant case 
• Douglas protractor
• Roll-up 12" ruler
• pencils, sharpener, eraser
• Notebook with graph pages
• 5 Universal plotting sheets
• Waterproof dry bag



Modern Marine Weather
item# 1886, $49.00, wt 2.0 lbs
A new, comprehensive text on how 
to take weather into account for the 
planning and navigation of voyages, 
local or global, using the latest tech-
nologies as well as the time-honored 
skills of maritime tradition, so that 
your time on the water remains as 
safe and effi cient as possible. It does 
not just tell you about it, it tells you 
how to do it. By David Burch.
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— Books —

Turn your text into a 
home study course.

The Barometer Handbook
item# 1889, $29.95, wt 1.5 lbs
An in-depth discussion of how to evaluate and use 
this most important of all weather instruments, 
both aneroid and electronic. A unique resource, 
guaranteed to improve your weather tactics.

Emergency Navigation, 2nd Ed.
item# 1830, $13.95, wt 1.5 lbs
Covers all aspects of navigation with limited or 
no instruments at all. After 20 years we have not 
found anything missing from the book nor any-
thing in it that is wrong. By David Burch.

Celestial Navigation, 2nd Ed.
item# 1887, $39.00,  wt 2.0 lbs
The text book used in our celestial 
navigation classroom courses for over 20 
years is now fully updated and expanded 
with new graphics and new content.
A Complete Home Study Course.

Inland and Coastal Navigation, 2nd Ed.
item# 1985, $39.00, wt 2.0 lbs
The textbook used in our inland and coastal 
navigation classroom courses for 20 years is now 
available separately for the fi rst time.

Radar for Mariners, Revised Ed.
item# 1835, $16.00, wt 1.5 lbs
Covers all aspects of radar, from the basics up 
through advanced usage. The book is divided into 
two parts, Basics and Beyond the Basics so that 
readers can get underway with safe, effi cient radar 
usage as soon as possible.

Radar Workbook
item# 1835q, $19.95
Question and answers on marine radar designed 
to accompany the Radar for Mariners text. There 
are multiple choice questions and "points of pon-
der" for each of the seven chapters. Blank radar 
plotting sheets are included along with a list of 
common radar abbreviations.

Turn your text into a 
home study course.

Turn your text into a 
home study course.

Long Term Almanac
item# 1882, $29.95, wt 1.0 lbs
Nautical almanac data for the sun and selected 
stars valid until 2050, plus easy to use, concise 
sight reduction and altitude correction tables.

Stark Tables 
for Clearing the Lunar Distance
item# 1875, $39, wt 4.0 lbs
These tables can be used by navigators for prac-
ticing the old ways, or they can indeed be used to 
fi nd your longitude today without GMT.

Introduction to 
Electronic Chart Navigation
item# 1996, $39.00, wt 1.5 lbs
A comprehensive guide to electronic chart 
navigation using vector charts, including an 
annotated list of ECDIS chart symbols.

Hawaii By Sextant
item# 1992, $29.00, wt 2.0 lbs
In the spirit of early Bowditch editions, we of-
fer navigation details of a full ocean passage as 
an excellent way to learn the ropes of practi-
cal celestial navigation. Find your way along a 
2,800 nmi voyage lasting 17 days.

Navigation Workbooks (18465 Tr, 1210 Tr, Underway)
items# 1860, 1979, 1930m $19.95, wt 1.0 lbs

These books pro-
vide hundreds of 
exercises with an-
swers covering all 
aspects of small-
craft navigation. 
Available for train-
ing chart 18465 Tr, 
1210 tr or for prac-
tice underway. 

GPS Backup with a Mark 3 Sextant
item# 1997, $19.95, wt 0.5 lbs
No power, and batteries used up? This book 
and an inexpensive Mark 3 sextant let you 
carry on. Alternatively, if you want to learn a 
basic celestial navigation position fi x for any 
reason with minimum investment, this book 
shows how to do that.

Weather Workbook
item# 1886q, $19.95
This workbook is intended to supplement the text 
Modern Marine Weather with practice questions 
and convenient resources. All answers are pro-
vided. The Lesson structure matches the chapter 
structure in the textbook. There are multiple 
choice questions and "points of ponder" for each 
of the ten chapters.

ALL NEW, FULL-COLOR, 3RD EDITION!
A tremendous amount of the modern part of marine 
weather has changed in the past fi ve years, which, with the 

addition of color, and all the bene-
fi ts that brings, makes this a major 
update to the previous edition.
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Navigation plotting tools,
available individually or all five in the Naviga-
tor’s Tool Pak. These are the basic tools of 
the trade, not just for training, but all you 
will ever need underway. We have used these 
for many years. The minimum required are 
parallel rulers, dividers, and protractor, but 
the Weems Plotter and long ruler are handy 
additions.

item# 1846, Parallel Rulers, $12.95, wt 0.5 lbs
15” long, clear plastic, high quality.

item# 1848, Speed-bow dividers, $19.95, 0.5 lbs
the dividers of choice among professional navigators.

item# 1852, Douglas protractor, $7.95, wt 0.5 lbs. 5” 
square, with center hole. A versatile tool and plotter.

item# 1854, 15” Ruler w/protractor, $6.75, wt 0.5 
lbs. 4 inches wide, marked in tenths for convenient vec-
tor plotting. Includes standard protractor.

item# 1856, Weems Plotter, $20.99, wt 1.0 lbs
an often convenient alternative to parallel rulers

item# 1858, Navigator's Tool Pack, $59.95, 
wt 1.5 lbs. All five tools for a 10% savings.

1848

1846

1852

1856
Mk15 plastic sextant
item# 1840d15, $149, wt 4 lbs
Includes rugged carrying case and 
2.5x scope.(List price is $215.99)

The most popular sextant in the world.  No 
one will do better navigation underway with 
sextants that cost $2,000 or more. 

Astra IIIb sextant
item# 1840, $659 wt 12 lbs
deluxe model, traditional mirror, includes 
wood case.

Mk3 plastic sextant
item# 1840d3, $49, wt 2 lbs
Ideal for coastal piloting and usable 
for celestial navigation with accu-
racy of about ± 5 nmi. (List price is 
$59.99) 

2102-D Star finder
item # 1841, $46.50, wt 2.0 lbs

Computes heights and bearings of celestial 
bodies for all dates, times, and locations. Use 
it for planning sights or to identify celestial 
bodies after the sights. This can be done with 
computers, but this tool can be dropped and 
soaking wet and it still works! We cover its use 
in detail in the Celestial Course.  12” plastic 
disks in a carrying case. The Star Finder 
Book, by David Burch tells of its many uses. 

With this book, the Star Finder becomes a planetarium in your hands, 
telling where things are and how they move with time. An indispensable 
aid to nonelectronic celestial navigation.

How To Use Plastic 
Sextants

item#1840psb, $19.95, wt 0.5 lbs

1854

The state of the art in marine 
barometers. Certified ± 0.7 mb 
over full range, in practice more 
accurate. Each with recorded serial 
number. Used at sea by professional 
mariners, navies, and weather ser-
vices  for more than 70 years. For 
use at elevations of sea level up to 
2600 ft.

Fischer Precision Aneroid
item# 103PMB, $895 wt 5 lbs

We include a free ebook copy of our 
How to Use Plastic Sextants book 
with each plastic sextant purchase.

The Star Finder Book
2nd Edition
item#1831, $19.95, wt 0.5 lbs

This book explains how to 
get the best results from 
these instruments, including 
step by step instructions for 
the sight taking, as well as 
numerical comparisons with 
metal sextants. It will also 
improve your sights and skills 
with metal sextants.

The card includes techniques of steering 
without a compass, finding boat speed 
without a knotmeter, how to find 
latitude from sun and stars without 
sextant or watch, and so forth.

Emergency Navigation Card
item# 1936, $14.95 wt 3 oz

Ten-Point Spacing Dividers
item# 1957, $125 wt 8 oz This tool simply 
divides any interval into ten equally spaced 
intervals at a simple opening of the dividers 
-or divides it into 5 equal intervals, or 6, or 
3, etc. It is a stainless steel, high quality 
instrument.
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About the courses
Learn at home or underway with these comprehensive courses developed from experience with thousands of students during the past 27 years. 
With so much help, we have learned the questions that arise and answered them in the texts. Each of the many exercises have outlined or 
detailed solutions provided. Each course includes 12 month's access to online training and support, where questions on any navigation subject 
at any level are answered in a timely fashion by our expert instructors. Registration in any of our courses is your ticket to this unique source 
of personal consultation on navigational matters.

Starpath Navigation Certification is available, which can be valuable for insurance, chartering, or vessel operation in foreign countries. 
This requires a take home certification test delivered to you and submitted via the internet. The fee for this certificate is $30 plus shipping of 
certificates, stickers, and logbooks, as called for. Our home study courses are excellent preparation for these exams as well as certifications 
offered by other organizations such as ASA, US Sailing, RYA and CYA.

INLAND & COASTAL NAVIGATION 
Home Study Course  
Package

CELESTIAL NAVIGATION 
Home Study Course
Package

item# 1703c
$279, wt 5 lbs

Printed Materials 
Course book (201 pages, perfect bound, hundreds of illustrations), 
Navigation Workbook, Nautical Chart No. 18465tr, Glossary, Chart 
Catalog, selections from: Notices to Mariners, Tide and Current 
Tables, Coast Pilot and Light List.

Electronic materials
All of the above in ebook format, plus full ebook versions of Chart 
No.1, Nav Rules, Coast Pilots 7 & 8, complete 900-page Bowditch, 
plus navigation computers, as well as our full-function echart viewer 
and GPS simulator with electronic  training charts.

 
Online Tuition 
Assignments, Lectures, Discussion Groups, Direct Instructor Con-
tact, and Quizzes for every lesson.

Subjects include
• Charts, chart reading, and special publications
• Tools, logbooks, and nav stations 
• Traffic lane systems and rules, and dealing with traffic 
• Finding, plotting, and keeping track of position 
• Compass use and adjustment 
• Tide and current predictions and navigation
• Depth sounding navigation 
• Fog navigation       • Rules of the Road
• Waypoint and Route selection
• Lights and buoys and other aids 
• Use of VHF radios and standard protocols
• GPS and electronic navigation in general
• ...plus philosophy and general principles of navigation, 
    as well as notes on weather and coastal sailing routes.

Content

Practical small-craft navigation (sail or power) starting from the basics 
and ending with all that is needed to navigate safely and efficiently on 
inland and coastal waters in all weather conditions. For beginners and 
more experienced mariners alike. All materials are provided except 
plotting tools.  

item# 1701c
$289, wt 5 lbs

When it comes to content and service, we guarantee there are no better home study or 
online courses available anywhere in the world, at any price.

Package includes:
Package includes:
Printed Materials 
Course book (247 pages, perfect bound, hundreds of illustrations), 
extensive practice exercises, plotting sheets, work forms, Glossary, 
and all necessary table selections. Also includes The Star Finder 
Book and numerous articles on related subjects.

Electronic materials
All of the above in ebook format, plus a perpetual almanac PC program, 
printable plotting sheets and work forms, and complete sets of sight 
reduction tables as ebooks. 

Online Tuition 
Assignments, Lectures, Discussion Groups, Direct Instructor Con-
tact, and Quizzes for every lesson.

Content  
How to find position at sea from timed sextant sights of the sun, 
moon, stars, and planets plus other routine and special procedures 
of safe, efficient offshore navigation. No previous navigation experi-
ence is required. This is a practical, how-to-do-it course, which also 
includes clear explanations of how it works and how to do it well. 

 
Special topics include

• Star and planet ID 
• Logbook procedures 
• Dead reckoning 
• Route planning 
• Compass checks 

At the end of this course, you will be ready for ocean navigation. 
Thousands of students have successfully learned celestial from these 
materials and gone on to cross oceans or circumnavigate the globe.

You do not need a sextant to do the course, but we have good prices 
on them when you are ready. Other related products are: plotting tools, 
2102-D Star Finder, and the StarPilot calculator.  We recommend the 
“book learning” from this course before relying on the convenience of 
the StarPilot for actual use underway.

• Emergency procedures 
• Sextant use and care 
• Use of calculators
• Use of GPS for ocean sailing



Popular Online Home Study Courses 
Benefits to online study.
From so much experience in classroom teaching, we readily recognize the benefits of online study—and we have done this now for years as 
well.  You can start from scratch, and end up expert. Work at your own pace, on your own schedule. It is an economical and efficient way to learn. 
Couples can share one registration. Just a mouse click away from an instructor at any time. Extensive content and extensive attention to your 
needs. Online students receive far more individual attention than was ever possible in the classroom. Quizzes at each lesson help you monitor 
your progress. Check starpath.com for an extensive list of past student praise for these courses, and others we offer.

Marine Weather Home Study Course 
$289.00   ...item# 1804bc  wt 3lbs

A complete home study course on Marine Weather. Includes the 
textbook Modern Marine Weather by David Burch and the complete 
Weather Trainer software program, as well as covering online course 
tuition. Also included ebook copies of Modern Marine Weather and 
The Barometer Handbook.

This course covers all aspects of practical marine weather, starting 
from the very basics and ending with all you need to plan your voyages 
— or weekend outings — safely and efficiently taking into account the 
weather. This is intended to be a practical course that will indeed affect 
your decision making when planning and underway. We only cover 
those aspects of the "theory" that will help us with this goal. 

This course uses live weather data accessed through custom Internet 
links to illustrate many of the topics it covers. We will also monitor a 
hypothetical coastal or ocean passage at the time of the course to see 
how the real world evolved and what decisions might be best at the 
time.

Marine Radar Home Study Course 
$279.00   ...item# 1801bc  wt 3lbs

A complete home study course on Marine Radar. Includes the 
Textbook and ebook copies of Radar For Mariners by David Burch and 
the complete Radar Trainer software program, as well as including the 
online course tuition. 

The course covers all aspects of practical small-craft radar usage that 
would be needed to get underway using your radar. It covers the topics 
of the text book Radar for Mariners and fills in the details on radar 
functions and operations while honing your skills with more emphasis 
on evaluating risk of collision and subsequent maneuvers that might 
be called for. 

Student objectives include:
● Basics of radar operation and controls 
● Corroborate a GPS position using the radar 
● Pinpoint your position on a chart from radar alone 
● Use of radar as a general tool for seeing where you are 
● Use radar for a piloting aid to hold a desired course or maneuver 
● Evaluate the risk of collision with an approaching vessel 
● Radar performance and specifications 
● Radiation safety near radar antennas 
● Practical use of AC-Rain (FTC) and AC-Sea (STC) 
● Identifying radar interference 
● Figure true course and speed of a target vessel from its radar trail 
● Value and uses of compass and GPS input into a radar unit 
● Pros and cons of Head-up, Course-up and North-up displays 
● Understand how the Nav Rules apply to radar usage 
● Radar maneuvering in the presence of traffic 

Our Radar and Weather courses also serve as Instructor 
Certification courses for several national organizations 
and private schools. If your goal is to become a weather 
or radar instructor, these courses are an ideal way to add 
extra background and resources to your preparation.

featuring the 
Weather Trainer Live (see pg. 3)


